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Turning Red: Tradition, Repression, Mommy
Issues, and a Millennial Way of Growing Up
Introduction
Disney’s hit animated film Turning Red (Shi 2022) follows the story of
Meilin, a.k.a Mei-Mei, a Chinese-Canadian thirteen-year-old girl, whose
life turns upside down through an ancient “curse” on the way of puberty.
Director Domee Shi, who is a Chinese-Canadian herself, is known for
her Oscar-winning short animation Bao (Shi 2018), anchoring around a
Chinese-Canadian mother suffering from feelings of abandonment and
resentment towards her son. With these feelings of abandonment, she
creates an imaginary child out of a Bao (stuffed dough). In the end, Bao
also grows up and wants to leave home. In a desperate attempt to keep
her Bao son close, she ends up eating him, both metaphorically and
literally. Shi carries this story of an over-protective mother and expands
it into a journey of womanhood and repression in Turning Red, through
the eyes of the child.
Meilin is a thirteen-year-old Chinese-Canadian girl living in
Toronto in 2002. She helps her mother, Ming, to take care of the family
temple, which is dedicated to their ancestor Sun Yee. Meilin hides her
interest in the boyband 4*Town from her mother, because Ming thinks
Meilin should focus on her classes and thinks that type of music is
degenerate. One day Ming discovers Meilin’s crush on a local clerk and
embarrasses her in public. The next morning Meilin wakes up as a red
panda. Ming explains this transformation as an inconvenience, inherited
from Sun Yee and Meilin should control it until the red moon, so that they
can seal the red panda into a talisman through a ritual. Later on, Meilin
wants to attend 4*Town concert but Ming doesn’t allow her to. The
concert is held during the red moon ritual, Meilin escapes from the ritual
and attends to the concert. During that conflict, Ming’s talisman gets
broken which leads her to become a red panda herself.

A statue of Mei Lee from Turning Red in Canada.
The photographical reproduction of this work is
covered under s.32.2(1)(b) of the Copyright
Act (Canada)
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Tiger Mother Stereotype and Filial Piety
Turning Red begins with Meilin saying, “The number one rule in my
family: Honor your parents.” Meilin’s family is not the only one where this
rule applies; as a matter of fact, there is a specific saying in Confucian
teachings, meaning honoring and respecting elders: filial piety. Asian
culture traditionally, have been influenced by Confucian ideals, which
are established on the basis of social harmony, resulting in “sacrificing
individual needs for the sake of the needs of the group” (Chuang and Su
2008). Tu (2016) defines filial piety as one of the oldest forms of family
contract in Chinese tradition. Although its definition changes and varies
in twenty-first century, Tu refers to Keller et al. (2005, cited in ibid.),
saying that, in general, filial piety “requires children to fulfill parent’s
practical and financial/material needs and look after a parent’s emotional
well-being” and it also traditionally ‘‘prescribes obedience and respect
from the younger to the older generation regardless of an individual’s
age”. It is about being a reliable and honorable person ‘‘in the eyes of
the others”. But what about one’s own self? Just as Meilin finishes her
introduction with the word “if you take it too far, you might forget to honor
yourself” but Meilin does not have that problem, she is thirteen and an
individual human being, doing what she wants to do, when she wants to
do, or can she?
Before Meilin wakes up with the ‘‘curse’’, we get to know her a
little bit: her relationship with her friends, her interest towards this
popular boyband 4*Town, and of course her relationship with her
parents, especially with the mom, Ming; which constructs the base of
Meilin’s journey and the storyline of the film. Ming is as important as
Meilin in terms of representation and character development, she is
represented as what Göransson (2009, cited in ibid.) describes as the
‘‘sandwich generation’’: a generation between the old tradition and
modern world. Ming grew up with Confucian teachings, family solidarity
and respecting the elders, which can be seen when Meilin’s
grandmother, Ming’s mother, calls her on the phone. Ming panics as if
she’s doing something wrong; this is because within the Chinese family
unit, grandparents are believed to be in control of family (Chuang and
Su 2008).
Another important thing about Ming is that she is a stereotypical
representation of a tiger mother archetype in modern society. This term
tiger mother is first mentioned in Amy Chua’s memoir Battle Hymn of the
Tiger Mother. Chua (2011) argues the difference between ‘‘Western
parents” and ‘‘Chinese parents’’, saying that, while Western mothers
think “stressing academic success is not good for children”, Chinese
mothers advocate the idea of academic achievement equaling good
parenting. Chuang and Su (2008) refer to studies by Chao and Tseng
(2002) on parenting in Asian cultures, indicating the ‘‘immigrant Chinese
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and Chinese-American parents have been found to be more controlling
and restrictive of their children than Euro-American parents”.
In her character introduction, as the daughter of a tiger mother,
Meilin is presented as an over-achieving student, getting straight A’s in
all of her classes, plus playing the flute perfectly. Apart from that, after
school, she helps her mother to maintain the family temple which is the
oldest temple in Toronto. They organize tours and present their
ancestors, and the temple, to visitors. For their family, Sun Yee is the
most revered ancestor, who dedicated her life to the creatures of the
forest, especially the red panda. Sun Yee’s relation with the red panda
does not only come from compassion. Later in the film, when Meilin
herself turns into one, Ming explains this relation as a mystical one. Sun
Yee can harness her emotions to transform into a red panda. She
passes this gift to her daughters and this cycle goes on in this manner.
When Ming and her family chose to come to a new world, Canada in this
case, this blessing becomes ‘‘an inconvenience”.
Sun Yee, Ming and Meilin have different relations with their
panda, therefore all three of them offers different representations. For
Sun Yee, panda is a blessing because it helps to protect her village and
children during wartime. For Ming, it turns into an inconvenience, since
she is stuck between traditional and modern world. Ming constantly
represses herself, in order to live up to the traditions, and as a result of
this repression, her panda becomes extremely big. Meilin suffers from a
similar type of relation with her panda but, in contrast to Ming, Meilin
chooses to embrace it, instead of repressing it, because, indeed,
everybody loves the red panda. It is not something you should hide in
order to be accepted by the society.

Adolescence and Repression
Turning Red takes place in 2002, and since director Shi was born in
1987, the inspiration of this story comes from her own personal
experiences as a millennial. Shi (Moye 2022) explains this inspiration as:

The inspiration behind Turning Red just came from my own life
growing up in the early aughts. Chinese Canadian, dorky, sassy,
nerdy girl who thought she had everything under control. She was
her mom’s good little girl, and then boom, puberty hit, and I was
bigger. I was hairier. I was hungry all the time. I was a hormonal
mess, and I was fighting with my mom, like, every other day.
Alongside the representation of Chinese tradition, Turning Red is a film
about adolescence. On the basis of this metaphor, in many respects, it
can be said that, Turning Red might be read as some type of a body
horror flick, toned down into a Disney movie. Representing adolescence
through monstrous bodily transformations is a common theme in horror
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movies that deal with such subject matter. An example is Ginger Snaps
(Faxcett 2000), a film about two adolescent sisters, in which the older
one, Ginger, is bitten by a werewolf and turns into one. Miller (2005)
describes this werewolf metaphor as an association with adolescence,
through hair growth, bodily transformations, uncontrollable physical
urges, and emotions. Similar to Miller’s associations, in Turning Red, the
moment Meilin turns into a panda, she rushes to the toilet and starts
complaining about the smell and the weight gain. Therefore, Ming
assumes that Meilin is having her period for the first time. Whether Meilin
had her period or not is not the main issue in the film, Turning Red can
be considered as the first Disney film that mentions menstruation as a
topic. This adds another layer of convergence between Ginger Snaps
and Turning Red, since Ginger starts to have her period for the first time
after the bite of the werewolf.
In her interview (Moye 2022), Shi describes this transformation
as ‘‘one day she was her mom’s good little girl, the other day she
becomes a hormonal mess”. While Meilin navigates her way through
puberty as a panda, she does not only struggle with her rage and
emotions but also with her sexual urges. It is not the first time Disney
brings up to the concept of lust -for example, in Little Mermaid (1989)
lust is represented through the splash of the waves, but it is the first time,
in Turning Red, it is seen through a bodily representation, not an
environmental one. Resembling the hormone monsters in the Netflix
animated series Big Mouth (Flackett, Goldberg and Kroll 2017), or
animalistic/carnivoristic behaviors of Justine -which are inherited from
her mother just like in Turning Red, in Raw (Ducournau 2016), Meilin’s
panda is a moderate version of teenage sexuality. The reason why this
is so is that because her panda appears for the first time when Meilin
exposes her admiration to a boy, Devon, who works as a clerk at Daisy
Mart. As soon as Ming discovers that, she outrageously tries to prevent
Meilin’s interest in boys since she does not want Meilin to grow up, just
like Chris does not want her daughter Regan to grow up in The Exorcist
(Friedkin 1973), a cult horror classic in which a young girl (Regan) is
possessed by the devil. Creed (1994) describes Regan’s possession as
a form of manifestation of her unsocialized body, not to mention her
breakaway from her mother. Unlike Regan, Meilin might not turn into an
abject figure but a fluffy panda that everybody loves, however they both
share the same struggle with mommy issues, all work and no play makes
Meilin a dull girl.
Moreover, Meilin’s sexual urges are not limited to Devon; the
popular boyband 4*Town represents womanhood for both Meilin and her
friends. Meilin and her friends define the act of going to the concert as a
step in the process of becoming a woman, while Ming is completely
against this because she thinks that Meilin will be ‘‘panda all over the
place”. ’Ming’s innuendo positions Meilin’s panda into something she
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has to hide and repress, not only sexually but also socially. A ritual must
be held during red moon and Meilin will be separated from her panda,
just like her ancestors, but Meilin decides to keep it. Ming’s talisman
keeping her panda in gets broken during this conflict and they have a
catastrophic fight, panda to panda, during the 4*Town concert. As it is
mentioned before, it is a fight between Ming’s in-betweenness,
representing the traditional values and being a proper daughter, and
Meilin’s independence as a response to it. This tradition versus
modernity conflict ends up with mutual acceptance and unburdening,
through a moment where the ritual song is sung by 4*Town and Meilin’s
relatives where 2000s pop music syncs with traditional Chinese music.
Meilin confronts her mother, and rises up the sky with Sun Yee,
embracing the panda as a gift rather than an inconvenience. Afterwards
Ming’s and the grandmother’s broken talismans are replaced with a
tamagotchi (a virtual pet game) and a 4*Town necklace.

Conclusion: Gender and Disney
Turning Red has a long line of predecessors in Disney’s filmography by
means of feminist representations. According to Schiele Louie and Chen
(2020), in youth media market, Disney outperformed its competitors,
such as DreamWorks or Sony Pictures Animation, in terms of female
representation. Between 1989 and 2018, 17 out of 50 Disney films
feature a female leading, or co-leading, character. Considering the
research conducted by Schiele, Loui and Chen (2020 p. 663), these 17
films share an umbrella theme of “breaking traditional gender
boundaries”. Dundes (2020) argues that Disney productions have
significant influence on young viewers, therefore, Disney’s messages on
feminism and gender dominates the primary discourse in youth media
consumption.
In past films, classical Disney heroines and princesses, such as
Cinderella and/or Snow White, revolved around the theme of "relying on
a miracle”, waiting for their prince charming to show up and change their
life (Schiele, Louie, and Chen 2020). Robinson et al. (2020) underlines
this criticism saying that in earlier Disney princess films, princesses were
represented as passive and weak. Regarding the critics, in 1990s,
through the Disney Renaissance era, Disney changed its narrative
slightly and focused on the inner journey of the characters, formulating
a self-awareness story for leading characters, e.g., Little Mermaid (1989)
and Mulan (Bancroft and Cook 1998). With the impact of the #metoo
movement and liberating influence of LGBTQ+ communities, female
leads in Disney had another makeover, which centers around a
rebellious attitude against patriarchal structures. Starting with Tangled
(Greno and Howard 2010) -classical Rapunzel fairytale retold with a
Rapunzel who fights for her self-actualization and a thief becoming a
love interest, Disney strongly reflects the idea that young women should
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persist and move beyond patriarchal expectations. Most of the time
these expectations are shown as villains in post-2010 Disney films, not
through a one specific villain like in classical Disney, but more like a
portrayal of society as a villain. Films such as Frozen (Buck and Lee
2013) and Brave (Andrews, Chapman and Purcell 2012) expand the
representation of Disney’s female leads in terms of feminist and even
queer readings. Merida in Brave, presenting a tomboyish character, who
does not want to get married, turns her mother into a bear with anger,
and tries to solve her mother issues throughout the film; Elsa in Frozen
-presented almost as a villain in the beginning of the film- indeed later
turns out to be her metaphoric coming out story against the
subordinations of the society.
Among these representations, Turning Red, introduces a similar
theme in terms of traditional gender boundaries and mother-daughter
relations, and brings it even one step further, by tackling a controversial
concept of female teenage sexuality in adolescence.
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